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As I struggle one more time to probe a few of Richard McKeon's foundations, overt and covert, remembering how skillful he was in finding
flaws in such efforts, I keep thinking of my first experiencewith him.' In
a way it explains why many of his interpreters have thought of him as a
dogmatist. It also pushesme inescapably into the two questions that will
be my center here: why did so many of his critics and even some of his
disciples think of him as a relativist, and why were they wrong in ignoring his universals?
In 1.943,I escapedfor a few hours each week from my chores as a
Mormon missionary by enrolling in a course on Plato's Republic. The
chairman of the University of Chicago English department, Napier Wilt,
had in effect ordered me to take the course, taught by a professor I'd
'lfilt
had provided
never heard of before, one Richard McKeon. Since
my scholarship funds, I felt obliged to obey him, though I wondered
whether a course in the Republic, a work I had already read on my own,
would perhaps be a waste of time.
As it turned out, there was only one other student in the course
we then must have called a "co-ed." Since she said hardly a word
throughout the ten weeks, the greenhorn Mormon missionary found
himself in every three-hour class forced into a kind of deep philosophical probing he'd never before even dreamed of.
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McKeon's first assignment was to read the whole of Tbe Republic and
come back prepared to discuss it. I re-read it, and found it again fascinating but full of outlandishly obvious logical fallacies-absurd "proofs"
that I wrote about scornfully to a friend back in Utah.'zAt the beginning
of our first real session, McKeon asked us what we thought of the work.
The conversation between the two of us-what the young woman was
thinking through it all I'll never know-went something like this:
"Oh, I found it on the whole delightful, especiallythe section on the
cave,"
"Delightful? Only the story parts? uThat about the arguments?"
"Oh, they're interesting, but logically really messy."
"Mr. Booth, has it never occurred to you that reading a philosophical work is not like reading a novel? Here we'll not be looking for the
'We're
'exciting' parts.
looking for the argument." (Of course I have no
literal record of his statements, but I swear that my report comes pretty
close to reality: his words seared themselves into my timid soul. I remember these words as precisely what he spoke; the rest of the conversation really occurred, but I couldn't swear to any one wording.)
''Well,' I replied, disguising my terror, "as I said, the arguments are
often just plain silly. For example . . ."
And I pointed to one or two of Plato's "obviously absurd" analogies.
McKeon punched hard.3 "Mr. Booth, you have not really read the
book; you've only toyed with it." And from that moment on, he patiently and decisively wiped the floor with me, uncovering careless"literary" and "logistical" misreadings that I still remember. For every
objection I raised, he had an answer that would stump me, always referring to the text as his authority: "Hasn't it occurred to you to compare how this analogy relates to what he says in Book X, or to the larger
analogy between the soul and the state?"
In short, Plato, with McKeon's help, had an answer for every objection I could contrive. After a few weeks of this treatment, I happened on
Professor Ifilt in the quad. The conversation went something like this:
"How's the Plato going?"
"Oh, it's challenging. (I didn't want to say terrifying.) But I really
don't think it's good to be such a dogmatic Platonist as Mr. McKeon is.
He's got this absolute conviction that Plato's 'ideas' are real, and he even
agreeswith Plato that literature, and even music, should be judged by
real moral standards. He even defends that crazy stuff about the moral
effects of distinct musical modes. I'll stick it out, but I do find his dogmatic Platonism weird."
"Oh, is that so? Have you not heard that Richard McKeon is
thought to be a dogmatic Aristotelian?"
I had not heard. Having never had a course in philosoph5 I had not
even the foggiest notion of what an "Aristotelian" might be, let alone a

dogmatic one. McKeon had mentioned that Aristotle had spent a lifetime unsuccessfullytrying to refute Plato. What kind of mind was I then
dealing with?
Well. it was the same kind that I met in a later course with him after
the war, that of an absolutely dogmatic Humeian, not iust eager to defend Hume from every conceivable attack but brilliant at exposing the
stupidities of any of us who raised what seemedto us obvious objections
to Hume. It was the kind of mind that had earlier produced a "dogmatically Spinozist" book on Spinoza, that obviously heroic geometrist of
ethics who cannot easily be fitted under the umbrella of either a
Platonist or an Aristotelian or a Humeian. As any reader of McKeon
might predict, I later met in him an equally persuasive dogmatic defender of Democritus, of Cicero, of Kant, of Dewey, and-somewhat peripherally from McKeon's point of view but highly important in my own
thinking-of Anselm: reading McKeon's account of Anselm's ontological proof left me never again able to say flatly that "I don't believe in the
existence of God." I had learned from McKeon's reconstruction of
Anselm-and then from Anselm himself-that only a fool could say
that.4
The question of where the real McKeon is to be found, beneath
such a variety of radical defensesof seemingly contradictory systems,
has plagued many of his serious students, and it is inevitably faced by
several contributors to this volume. The real McKeon traveled in his
works over the whole range of life and of thought about life-a range
that he himself classifies autobiographically under three extremely
broad headings: the history and methods of philosophical inquiry; the
aims and possibilities of education in all of its intricacies; the hopes
and practices of politics, especially on the international scene.' He does
not himself deal with these three McKeons as in real conflict, but those
of us who look at them closely have no easy task in drawing them together.
George Plochmann, for example, in his biography, works hard to decide
just where the real McKeon would be placed on his own schema of philosophical possibilities (the incredibly complex full chart McKeon long withheld from publication; it appeared only after his death). Seepp. 57-59.
"'Where does McKeon himself fit?" Plochmann asks, and finally
places the master, cautiously but firmly, by interrelating four out of the
sixteen key terms in one of McKeon's various schemata:he has "reflexive Principles, essentialistInterpretation, linguistic Selection,and operational Method: two Aristotelian and two stemming alternatively from
the Sophists and the Operationalists."5 Sfhile I do not see such precise
placementsas utterly pointless, I know from experiencethat they always
end in controversy with other McKeonites who would place him elsewhere on his own various charts.T Still, in spite of this slipperiness, I
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want to argue that Plochmann is right in not reducing McKeon to any
kind of relativist: he was "not a chameleon."t Though he cannot be accused of utter relativism, his multifaceted forms of inquiry are genuinely always pluralist, and thus threatening to all monists who, as true
believers, are sure that some one system will someday sew everything
up.t
As my opening anecdote illustrates, McKeon really, genuinely passionately, unfalteringly believed that when properly pursued, the diverse
projects of Plato and Aristotle and Kant and Dewey and an indeterminate number of others were sound, true-though true, as it were, only
in their own way; they revealed structures of genuine truths, and methods for pursuing truths, that were and are ultimately, finally, irrefutable.
They are not irrefutable in the sense pursued by one of his students,
Richard Rorty, turning it all into a hodge-podge of pointless controversy.10Rorty's campaign to undermine the importance of systematic philosophizing would have distressedMcKeon.
For McKeon, the major philosophies are irrefutable in the sensethat
they each reveal one true path to one vision of one genuine aspect of
truth. Platonic inquiry will forever yield real truth, when pursued by
full-fledged Platonists: not just a corner or slice or aspect of truth but a
total vision that is so profound, so persuasive,that it can seem, to any
true believer,to embody a refutation of all the others; McKeon was not
just playing an admirable game in that Plato course.l' Yet the same can
be said for Aristotle and a small list of others, only some of whom I have
already named. The list of the fully comprehensizephilosophies, in contrast to the fragmented ones, was never very long for him, but there was
never a moment, after his twenties, when he offered the hope, either to
himself or any future philosopher, of developing a single philosophy that
would genuinely refute or encompassall those others.12
Such a plural commitment means, among other things, that there
can be no single right angle from which to photograph the center of this
multifaceted figure. The quest for common values, or universals that
somehow unite or harmonize the many McKeons and his many heroes,
will work in different ways for different questers, depending on where
they in turn come from: just which first principles, methods, purposes,
and notions of commonality of subject matter they adhere to.
Leaving for others to detect where my own multiple selvescan be located, I shall here simply consider three McKeons-not identical but
overlapping those he traces in the "Spiritual Autobiography": (1) the historian of thougbt who discovered how and why thought is always to
some degree circumstance-bound, subject to shifts in political realities
and intellectual fashions; (2) the philosophic semanticist who reconstructed the major philosophies with more genuine and penetrating
"entry" than any other prober I've encounteredl" and (3) the pbilosopber

who, moving beyond or beneath history and circumstance and mere semantic interpretation, was all the while committed to a wide range of
truths underlying philosophical diversities: (3a) the moralist, (3b) the
committed educator, (3c) the political activist, and finally (3d) the
metaphysician who postponed until quite late the unmasking of his ultimate fundamentals, as described in Buchanan's essayhere. (Some have
chosen, as I've said, to harmonize these various selvesunder the general term "rhetorician"; I can understand that, but I fear that the term has
for most current readers seriously misleading connotations; besides, it
implies a neglect of the sensein which he was a metaphysician or even
theologian: that's why we perhaps need a new term like "rhetorologist, " )
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TheHistorian of Thought
the true believerunderlyingall of his symTheproblemof discovering
pathetic reconstructions as an insider is complicated by many factors.
Perhaps most important is his passionate and incredibly learned historical pursuit of what earlier philosophers had actually said-what might
be called the historical "facts" in contrast to the caricatures constructed
by other historians of philosophy. His "historical semantics," the effort
not iust to understand but to "think the thoughts" (as Garver puts it
here), that other thinkers really thought, as they wrote in a variety of
philosophical vocabularies, was practiced so diligently that his reconstructions always sound-as in my Plato class-almost like what a dogmatic disciple would have said, even when one can find evidence
elsewherethat McKeon saw the author as sadly misguided or at least as
so limited as to be finally of little use.
As Plochmann points out, he very rarely spends energy attacking
other philosophers; when he dismissesthem at all it is usually for their
having only a corner on some truth-not a single, grand ultimate truth
but one of the truths that was treated more fully by one or another of
the fully comprehensive philosophies he most respected.His criticisms
were most often not claims that a given thinker was just plain wrong but
that he (invariably he) had in effect stopped too soon, having started on
one possible path.
In his article on G. E. Moore, for example, it is clear that McKeon
has not in any sensetried to refute Moore but rather somehow to place
him on the right platform-a platform that Moore rightly sensed as
much lower, for McKeon, than McKeon's own. Re-reading Moore's
three-sentencereply to McKeon's twenty-seven-page critique, it's not
hard to see why Moore might have had trouble deciding just what he
could reply to. McKeon has both understood and acceded to most of
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Moore's major points: he has thought Moore's thoughts, and has then
simply insisted that Moore's lines have all been cut off too short and
thus compartmentalized and trivialized. As Moore said, "I can quite understand anyone flike McKeon] thinking that the things I have nor dealr
with are far more important than those I have dealt with."'o

The Historian of ldeas
'Whenwe take seriouslythis historicalsemanticist,
the historianof
ideas-the one who more than any other performedtracingsof fully de
veloped,comprehensive
ideas,not of the fragmentsthat Arthur Lovejo
made fashionablewith his The Great Chain of Being-we discovera
kind of identicaltwin: the philosophicalsemanticistwho is not doing
just history of what others believedbut who is-to repeat-thinking
with thoseothers.He is thinking with them not just in order to do justice to them historicallybut to take in fully the truths they offer and relate them to other philosophies,doing full justiceto radical ambiguitie
in key terms. This is the man who recognizesthe full truth of divers
truths,and thusfalls into a varietythat is overwhelmingboth to him and
to those of us who would like to discoverthe real McKeon. He agai
and againmakesit clearthat the questfor a singleoverarchingcomplet
philosophyis absurd-the point that Rorty has pickedup and inflated.
Is the questfor a coherentRichardMcKeon, the man who embrace
so many versionsof the whole, equally absurd?It all dependson the
meaningof the word "coherent."What cannotbe doubtedis that when
you probe his writings in a searchfor the final, ultimatelycorrect,version of the rangeof philosophicalpossibilities,hoping for a singlephilosophy of everything,you are doomed; studied carefully, his final
schemawill yield far more than just 1,6X 1,6squaresbut thousandsof
legitimatepossibilities.
In his later years,wheneveranyonemadesomehard-and-fastclaim
about the supremevalidity of any one of thesepossibilities,he would almost snarl, "You're entitizing!" That is to say,you are pinning thing
down that are inherentlS essentially,forever unpindownable.He carried
this habitualdeconstructing
so far that most of us who were stronglyinfluencedby this fluid, evasiveMcKeon havebeenmuch lesstroubled by
the deconstructionistrevolution than disciplesof other earlier school
havebeen;McKeon had alreadydeconstructed
us with his attackon entitizing.
Thus, it can be said that a fair shareof the claimsmade by Jacque
Derrida and othersagainstliteral fixations of truth through preciselanguagehad long sincebeenmade by McKeon, and indeedby many of
his most admired forebears.Perhapsthe most shocking of these,to
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traditionalists, was his repeated argument that facts are not as much
found as made. They are constructed by the particular philosophical
perspective of the constructor. A careless reader of some parts of his
work could easily-and quite falsely-lump him with the more extreme
positions mocked by Alan D. Sokal in his recent spoof that trapped the
editors of SocialText into publishing his satire without recognizing it for
what it was.15But McKeon's claim that facts are always in some sense
made by us was never extended to the claim that Sokal's mock-speaker
makes: a denial that "there exists an external world, whose properties
are independent of any individual human being""'
It was this deconstructionist side that confirmed some critics in their
accusation that he was a relativist: he had sold out all first principles, betraying his original commitment to Spinozist, or Aristotelian, or even
Ciceronian/rhetorical/operationalist groundings; he was simply saying
"Anything goes, so long as you make it complicated." Even though he
again and again declared that he was pursuing a path between dogmatism and relativism, his refusal to slide decisively and finally into any one
philosopher's home plate inevitably led superficial readers to declare, in
effect: "Since I can't find a fixed label for him, or even a short list of
philosophical principles that he declares as primary, he can only be
called a relativist." Such critics either did not know, or could not understand, his many statementslike this one: "There is doubtless a single
inclusiue truth,but there are no grounds for supposing that it will ever
receive full and exclusive expression in any human philosophy, science,
religion, art, or social system" (my italics).17The word "doubtless" in
that sentenceis to me extremely important; McKeon never doubted the
existence, at our center, of a central, though elusive, truth. He was an
ontological monist, while laboring as a philosophical pluralist.

and His Uniuersals
The Philosopher-as-Man,
'u7hat he see,or feel,or chooseto live with, as that center?Dodging
did
the largerphilosophicalissueof wherehe fits on any philosophicalgrid,
especiallyhis own, I shall now rephrasethe searchfor the McKeon as
the searchfor just what universalvaluescan be discerned,if any,as unthat
derlyingall of his quests.Did he find, as he sometimessuggested,
all of the philosophersfor whom he showsgreatestrespectembraced
Did they all
certainshareduniversals,though in differentvocabularies?
in somesenseend up with the sametruth, thoughin differentlanguages?
A full treatmentof this question,looking in detail at how his heroes
could be reconciled,would requirea book in itself,with a detailedlook
at two or more philosophiesthat seemto clash right down to the
ground. And it would require a much fuller treatment than I can
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manage of a troublesome question that I come to later: how is his pluralism to deal with what look like flat contradictions in practical deci
sions that seem to stem from philosophical orientations?
My various questions can be brought down to earth quite simply:
can a McKeonite pluralist embrace, and even fight for, any one universal, any one standard, any one value, seenas valid in all cultures and historical periods and thus defensible in all defensible philosophies? Sinc
the word "universal" is radically ambiguous, some redefining will be required along the way.
The questions can be divided into three parts, depending on which
kind of universal one is seeking. (1) Does McKeon the man exhibit a
consistent practice of character-virtues that none of "his" philosophers
would question? (2) Are there discernible "intellectual virtues," universals about how to think, exhibited by all of his heroes, universal habits
of thought that underlie the striking differences of methods and principles and purposes?(3) NTouldall true philosophies finally come to agree
ment on practical judgments of the toughest questions about right and
wrong behavior: questions like the legitimacy of slaver5 of torrure, of
totally free speech,and so on?
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(1) Did McKeon himself express and practice a strong adherenceto
any recognizable set of virtues, values that he himself never ques
tioned-and that thus were universal in his own biography?
This one, unlike the others, can be answered simply and clearly: yes.
His writings like the rest of his life reveal an intense commitment to a
broad-ranging, relatively conventional code, most of it shared by most of
us, and most of it, so far as I can discover, never questioned by him. The
classical virtues, for example, most notably the four cardinal virtues, permeate every nook and cranny of his writings, as they do the writings of his
philosophical heroes, and as they did most of his encounters with those of
us who worked with him personally.'8 Such obvious virtues are of course
widely shared, much more widely indeed, even among nonphilosophers
than many cynics in our time care to recognize.(On another occasion it
would make an amusing project to probe the work of the great relativists
and "nominalists" [Rorty's term for himselfl, uncovering the substantial
list of universalsthat their actual codesabide by.) In a longer account, one
might provide anecdote after anecdote and quotation after quotation to
support the claim that McKeon lived at least the following virtues.
Though listing them is inevitably banal-since they are so widely embraced-it undedines just how he differs from any true relativist.
.Wisdom?
All of his heroes honored it and pursued it vigorously,
under one definition or another. Itt a major end of all of their projects.
It exists, somewhere; pursue it! McKeon pursued it day and night, in
every classroom, in every article.

Courage? What serious thinker has ever claimed that cowardice is
superior to courage? And what could take more courage than attempting, as all of them did, to encompassit all? And does it not require even
more courage to undertake, as McKeon does, to understand the whole
of philosophical history and produce a dialogue among the heroes?(I ignore for the moment the obvious fact that courage, like other virtues, is
sometimes hard to distinguish from excesseslike rashness, intemperance, blind indifference to fate, and so on.)
Temperancei None of his real heroes were intemperates of the
Friedrich Nietzsche kind, sa5 or even Ren6 Descartes with his intemperate worship of certainty through the logistical method.'e It may be
unfair to claim that in McKeon's view Descartes was intemperate, but
for the mature McKeon the logistical method when combined with the
existential interpretation was never fully inviting and indeed represented the intemperance that results from overconfidence in any hard-proof
method. Intellectual intemperance was one of McKeon's bAtu noirs: it's
another term for dogmatism. The freedom he extolled was never a freedom from rational standards and pursuits.
Justice?Whether defined as political and social and economic justice
or as responsibility to treat other philosophers fairly and honestly, justice is at least verbally honored by all major thinkers, and it would not
simply be verbally honored but was recommended at length and practiced by McKeon. (For how the concept of responsibility relates for him
to justice, see "The Development and the Significanceof the Concept of
Responsibility." Or have a look at the word "responsibility" in the
index of Zahava McKeon's edition of Freedom and History.)
Already here we have a rather impressive list of universal virtues,
however conventional. McKeon was always aware that the banality of
a concept does not diminish its importance, if its surface meanings are
"deconstruclsfl"-a word he did not use-and its full range of possible
meanings explored. Stimulated by his way of approaching key terms, I
have often asked beginning students, before they've even heard of the
cardinal virtues, to list the qualities they most admire in their friends.
The resulting list always includes something like "guts," for courage;
"being fair," for justice; "being smart," for wisdom; and "being cool,"
for temperance (or perhaps also for wisdom). When they then read
Plato, say, they usually recognize that they join him, in all their postmodernitS in embracing at least four universals. To embrace them as
ideals, however, is a muih different thing than practicing them, as
McKeon seemedto, at every moment of every day.
Thus, pluralism of McKeon's kind fully eschewsrelativism: real values
really exist and should be practiced by all of us on all occasions. Any
thinker who seriously violated any one of the four-and one can find such
thinkers throughout history-simply would not enter McKeon's pantheon.
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It is true that the four cardinal virtues often conflict with others-as iustice can conflict with mercy, or courage with prudence. But even those who
celebrate mercy or prudence do so with a full acknowledgment that justice
and courage are rcal values, whether or not they conflict with others. I
shall later look further at the question of "incommensurability" and the
necessityof casuistry if and when we embrace McKeon's universals.'o
(2) The second question-Are there more specifically intellectual
universals?-overlaps with number one but leads to greater complexities. I find in McKeon's work an impressive list of never-questionedintellectual virtues and goals.
The most obvious of these,perhaps, is the one that reformulates justice as the McKeonesque passion for a kind of golden-rule-of-scholarship: treat other thinkers' ideas with as much care as you would hope
they would treat yours. Put universally: it is always wrong, regardlessof
your philosophical position, to attack ideas you have not tried honestly
to understand. He reports often on his belated discovery of his youthful
violations of such justice, as in his account of his most important philosophical discovery when finally putting together the seemingly conflicting views of Plato and Cicero:
I had read the great philosophers with something lessthan intellectual ingenuity or sensitive insight, as functions of my
oun limited point of uiew rather than as presentations of
problems, to be considered in their own right before being
dismantled to solve my problems. . . ."

c
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merely the method by which to advance dialogue in philosophy but also materials by which to lessentensions and oppositions between cultures. . . . Mutual understanding in the
senseof agreementconcerning what the question is and what
is required in a satisfactory solution is necessaryif philosophers are to resume their dialogue, or even continue their efforts to convince each other of the truth of their respective
positions, and it is essentialalso to the solution of social and
political problems-to make possible agreement on common
courses of action for different reasons, appreciation of alien
values, and confidence based on understanding.'o
Followed honestly, this virtue, the habitual pursuit of understanding,
leads to a third sibling, concerning education: every thinker should not
just think but join other thinkers in working on how to educate thinkers
who know how to understand: "Thou shalt be a teacher, and a teacher
of teachersr" working to educate people who themselvespractice the intellectual virtues. In his own autobiographical account, something like a
full one-third of his life was devoted to teaching and educational reform.'s Though he does not state outright that in doing so he was following a universally valid commandment from God, or from human
nature and its inherent, universal needs, he implies that commandment
throughout. In the following he makes it explicit:

In short, to raid a philosopher without really attempting to think his
thoughts was for McKeon a blatant intellectual vice.2' Any of us who
lived closely with him would testify to a grand difference between his actual practice of this form of justice and the practice of most people who
claim to accept it.23
Followed honestly, this virtue leads to a second one: the "commandment" from the nature of things (or from human nature, or-as he
never puts it-from God's creative intent) that we ought, in all intellectual encounters, to pursue mutual understanding, not controversy but
dialogue. Essay after essayconcludes-especially in the period when he
was working with UNESCO on the problem of universal rights-with
statements like the following (in these quotations, the italics are mine:
McKeon rarely used italics; indeed he refused to employ most standard
devicesfor heightening rhetorical effect):

I urged (as we tried to develop the University of Chicago
College curriculum) three objectives: the development in the
student of taste and broad acquaintance with the arts, literature, history, and philosophy, sufficient to direct his interests
and afford guidance into the rich satisfactions and improvements which exploration in these fields might afford; the formation of abilities which are necessaryto the recognition and
appreciation of artistic, cultural, and intellectual values, as
opposed to the random associated reflections which frequently accompany the attentive attitude and proper remarks
that pass for appreciation; and, finally the analytical abilities
needed to integrate taste and interest, on the one hand, and
critical judgment and discrimination, on the other hand, into
the context of the principles-philosophic and social, theoretic and practical-which are particularized in the character
and attitudes of a man, and universalized in the philosophies
and cultural communities men share."

Analyses of arguments for communication, separated from
analyses of arguments for demonstration, may provide not

Followed honestly, this virtue of the passionate educator leads to a
fourth: every thinking educator should educate not iust local students
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but citizens of the whole world: the world's hope for the future depend
on educating everyone to share what he again and again calls "common
values": to engage in the necessarypolitics, locallS nationallS internationallg that might ensure future generations of inquiring, dialogical
world citizens. He became obsessedwith multicultural issues that are
now on everyone'smind: how can we produce dialogue across cultures,
when both practical codes and seeming ultimate principles clash so obviously?'7 "'World community consists in understanding common ualues, even when embodied or expressed in different ways, and in
cooperative action for the furtherance or achievement of those valtt
ues. "

This point deservesa full quotation from his long concluding paragraph about the "double commitment of philosophers," in "Philosophy
and Freedom in the City of Man." That double commitment is:
the explication of the theoretic elements which have become
imbedded in practical oppositions and are the tags and identifying marks of parties in the opposition, and the defense, in
the course of that explication, of the freedoms which afford
the best means for the peaceful resolution of such oppositions. . . . [A] world community is achievablein which all citizens are, in a degree, philosophers as they understand the
problems of their communities and participate in their responsibilities of joint actions. . . . [T]he philosopher can assume a responsible role in practical issues and in so doing
contribute something to saving philosophy from the two accusations which philosophers have in recent years vied most
in applying to each other: the inconclusiveness of [those]
philosophers who have dealt with important problems [such
as the dialecticians in the European traditionl and the triviality of problems in which [other] philosophers [the ordinary
language crowd, for example] have achieved precision.2e
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are well informed and wise. Political freedom is essential to
the resolution of international and national political problems precisely because political wisdom must be sbared by
all who are to benefit by it . . . Justice in the interaction of
competing and co-operating philosophies and cultures is
the concrete form of the pursuit of inquiries essentialto political freedom.
(Note that three of the four character-virtues reappear here as intellectual virtues; maybe even courage is implied)
Followed honestly, these virtues lead to another universal, one that
is openly celebrated in almost all of his writing and implicitly present in
all: the drive for invention, creativity, discovery-for keeping the intellectual life fluid by what he sometimes calls "preserving perplexitS"
sometimesmerely "openness." The art of rhetoric, in his elaborate wideranging definition of that much-abused term, is largely the art of listening to conflicts in such a way as to keep honest perplexity alive, and thus
to lead to new inventions/discoveries(he tended to favor the second of
these terms, in my view becausehe really did believe that the truth, "the
One," is rcally there, waiting to be discovered).This clearly depends on
the universals of freedom and responsibility as necessities.
Again here I seehim as a powerful postmodernist: if anyone has ever
gone beyond preaching and actually practiced the golden rule of fully attending to "the other," not just with bland tolerance or benign empathy,
but with understanding, a full entering into where the other resides,
McKeon is the man.

When oppositions of doctrines become doctrinal oppositions of parties, there is danger that the stronger will be
found to be right, and the plea that force be placed in the
hands of those who possessknowledge and love justice is
easily converted into the assumption that those in power

(3) Ife come now to the most difficult of the three questions about
universals: where do these universal character-virtues and intellectual'Sfhat
virtues lead in the contentious world of practical controversy?
would the pluralist have to say for example, about the much contested
universalist claims of Amnesty International that torture is always in all
circumstances and cultures morally indefensible?'oOr about the claim,
which I would share with Garver, that slavery is universally indefensible? Or about the claim that infanticide is always wrong, regardlessof
any cultureb specific needsfor or usesof it? Or about the claim that love
is, in all cultures and climes, superior to hate and should be cultivated
by societiesand pursuedby all individuals? Or-to choose another value
that at least seems implicit in what we've met already-the claim that
the use of violence in resolving controversy is always not just inferior to
the use of dialogue but in fact morally wrong?
Add your own list of universals (if you admit to having any) and
thus make the question acute:'S7heredoes McKeon, the grand pluralist'
stand-if anywhere-on universalist claims that have produced radical
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When followed honestly, as he follows it, this passion for international
education of a world citizemy of philosophically minded folk leads him
inevitably to further universals, most notably freedom and responsibility (or one could sa5 these two lead him to the previous ones). Thus, in
the paragraph from which I just quoted, he says:
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controversy not just in the political domain but among highly competent
philosophers, including his own heroes?
To deal with this tough question we must consider again how the
three different McKeons would work together in answering it. The Dlstorian of thougbt dealt with conflict in the world of thought historically, as a historian should: what is the truest possible history of what has
been thought and said in the past? Do not couer up the conflict. He constructed systematic accounts of how the cycle of fashions in philosophical subject matter had in effect duplicated itself at least four times: from
those seeking truth about the Truth, ultimate substance, or nature; to
those giving up on the search for such inaccessiblesubstanceand moving instead to the nature of thought, or epistemology; on to those who,
becoming convinced that studying thought leads into hopeless controversy, turn instead to action, or pragmatics; and finally to those who,
like most in our time except for the pragmatists, seephilosophy as boiling down to inquiry about language: linguistics, semantics,ordinary language,deconstruction.t'
This historian of thought seldom worried openly about whether the
practical consequencesof the systemsjibed or clashed. Let's just get the
history straight, and avoid dogmatism by embracing the truth of multiple perspectivesembedded in this overwhelmingly complex history.
Meanwhile the philosophic semanticlst was busily at work, pursuing
the goal of discovering common ground (the pursuit that I've lately been
labeling "rhetorology," in order to avoid the widespread pejorative
senseof "mere rhetoric)." His goal was to uncover the full meaning of
particular philosophies and then to resolve the conflicts and ambiguities
of language that are revealed in any one philosophical controversy. This
decipherer usually did not worry much about the determining, accidental effects of culture, of historical circumstance. The goal here was not
historical validity or placement but the recovery of multiple possibilities
independent of historical fashion. Having, as philosophic historian, pursued Plato's claim that "what is on some grounds or in some circumstances true is at other times false and dangerous" (with the lurking
threat of relativism), he was simultaneously pursuing Cicero's claim,
equally true, that "despite the multiplicity of the forms of its (truth's) expression, 'truth is one."'3'
And meanwhile again, the philosopher eagerto pursue and promulgate certain universal values in the practical world had to grapple with
unlimited conflicts: his philosophical heroes often in practical affairs
conflicted with his own views. It is one thing to reconstruct, as semanticist, what a major philosopher is really saying, and quite another to deal
with major disagreements.Sfhat happens, to choose a prime example,
when McKeon, philosophical celebrator of freedom and responsibility
and universal dialogue, encounters a hero who, like Aristotle, defends
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slavery,cogentlS meticulously, in what can be claimed to be full harmony with his own principles about what is natural?33McKeon the philosopirer knows that slavery always violates the universal value, freedom,
and that the slave owner violates the command to work with full responsibility for the education of anyone within his domain. McKeon the
historical semanticist, however, knows that Aristotle makes a highly cogent case, one that was accepted-just like his arguments about
women's natural inferiority-by myriads of readers over centuries.
Here I think one of McKeon's "selves" that I have not so far mentioned takes over: the philosophical progressivist who had a deep hope
for and commitment to intellectual progress.Despite the many cycles of
truth and error he had seenus go through in our quest for a better grasp
of truth, he believed that since truth really exists, we can hope to obtain
better handles on ir. Indeed, his whole pluralistic project was designed
in the hope that we could all be led to do philosophy better' and that
hope included implicitly the acknowledgment that universals are not
universally grasped, and that some universals, especially of the kind he
was pursuing in UNESCO with its drive for universal human rights,
were discovered by humankind later than others. Thus, though it has
always in all cultures been wrong to violate with slavery the basic freedoms, it took'Western cultures a long time to get relatively clear about
it, and there are still cultures that have not yet made the discovery.
To take this move, siding in effect with Abraham Lincoln and
'Wayne
Booth and Eugene Garver against
Richard McKeon and
still with the problem that even the
leaves
us
McKeon's hero, Aristotle,
with
some other universal: universals are
firmest of universals may clash
the necessityfor thought about
precluding
not absolutes in the senseof
for example, I happened to beIf'
when and how they should be applied.
I might very well, like
practicing
slavery,
come president of a country
and tolerance
prudence
like
virtues
Lincoln, allow my respect for other
to be
happened
if
I
it.
Or
to postpone my open declaration against
to
that
slavery
on
dependent
prince of a kingdom so committed to and
kinga
destroyed
and
Lan it ont of hand would lead to mass starvation
dom, I might be justified in some sort of (temporary) compromise'
In othir words, every universalist who believes in the full range of
McKeon's universals, including hopes for the full education of all cultures into efforts at mutual understanding, must sooner or later become
a casuist who refuses to treat any one universal as an absolute, beyond
discussion.Casesusually land us in conflicts of universals that cannot be
ultimately hierarchized into a fixed code. Casuistry, in the partly forgotten meaning of the term, is the art of looking closely at the particulars
of a case, discovering how diverse values are embodied in the case, and
then choosing-employing whatever wisdom one can muster-between
those incommensurable values.'a
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McKeon does not talk much openly about the need for such casuist
r5 but I see built into his philosophic semantics a casuistry that is implicitly demanded by the historical semanticist. The twentieth-century
philosopher has discovered these international universals-the drive for
peace,the drive for unfettered inquiry (freedom), the drive for universal
responsibility to all peoples-and he knows that many powerful earlier
philosophers did not accommodate such views in their visions. In judging the importance of Aristotle, for example, one would not reiect the
potentialities of his principles, methods, and purposes just becausethey
enabled him to prove both the justice of slavery and a lot of other matters, such as the inferiority of women to men. Aristotle's circumstances
his historical moment with its various forms of scientific ignorance, led
his philosophy astray there, as it led his astronomy astray, and it took
millennia before most of us could arrive at agreement on the proposition, all slavery is wrong, ;'ust as it took millennia before astronomers
could correct his highly plausible beliefs about how stars travel.
But casuistry is not merely historical placement: it is placement of
one genuine universal value against another, and facing the necessifyto
decide which of two values a given caserequires us to violate. To torture
someone for having spoken something objectionable is always a wrong,
in all circumstances.But that does not settle the question of whether to
torture someone to save the lives of others is, though a violation, a necessaryviolation at this moment: a wrong that is right. The most honorable and virtuous of agents might be forced to commit the wrong, to
avoid committing a worse wrong.
If my family were threatened by a terrorist, and I had reason to think
that in torturing that terrorist I could learn where the bomb is and when
it would go off, I might have to commit the atrocity-but I should never
tell myself that in doing so I did something that was just plain right; it
was necessary,but still a violation of a universal value. It would be like
the action of a priest I once heard telling of his "wrong" behavior when
the Nazis came to his door and asked whether he was hiding Jews in his
house. "I lied," I remember him saying. "I lied deliberately.I believe that
all lying is wrong, butl had to lie. And that night in my prayers I asked
forgiveness for lying-for having had to lie. And I'm pretry sure that the
Lord forgave me."
Here we seethe distinction I've already referred to: between universals and absolutes.I do not find McKeon fully articulating it, though he
must have lived with it constantly: There are probably no absolutes, in
the senseof values unalterable by cases,circumstances.3tThere are, however, universals, in the senseof values that no one should ever violate
without in effect praying to the One for the violation of its nature.
His life thus implies for me some such summary as this: we all should
recognize that actually embraced values are often in utter conflict,
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becausethis or that culture has not yet discovered the values that underlie all human aspirations. The history of cultural discovery should
not be confused with the goals of philosophical inquiry: history must always be in part a history of irresolvable conflict. Philosophy is a search
for truth, but it is inescapably embedded both in historical circumstance
and the complexities produced by the reciprocal priorities among modes
of thought. Only a pluralistic embrace of the Many can do justice to the
One.
How should an account of a proiect as complex and elusive as
Richard McKeon's be concluded? He himself offers a fine (characteristically dense) summary of much that I have tried to say' as he concludes
his "spiritual Autobiography" (becauseof the density, I have added a
few comments in brackets, and again a few italics):
Philosophical universality is easy to achieve by reducing all
other views to the requirements and limits of one preferred
creed and system, but it distorts the doctrines it refutes; and
a similar easy and violent victory in imposing uniformity in
political practices, with its consequencesin suppression and
hostility, is the only alternatiue to a political uniuersality
based on colnmon understanding and on common ualues.
True uniuersality in intellectual, as well as in practical relations, depends on insight into the diversities of cultures,
philosophies, and religions, and on acquaintance with the
methods and consequencesof science.
After then looking briefly at how "integration" and "universality" are
to be achieved in the three areas of his lifetime commitment-intellectual inquiry, educational improvement, and international understandinghe turns finally once again to universal values:
Values are based on the peculiarities of cultures [through a
long history], but they are understood and appreciated, even
by those who share the culture in which they originated' because of their uniuersality, and international understanding is
based on the recognition of common ualuesin the vast diversity of their forms and idioms. Understanding has a practical
bearing both on action (becauseeducation and knowledge
can build a foundation for international cooperation and
world institutions) and on theory (because understanding
and the preservation of peace are indispensable conditions
for the progress of science, the construction of values' and
the cultivation of the good life). These three-the understanding of order in nature [the progress of science], in the
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relations of men [the progress in our grasp of practical universals], and in knowledge [philosophy and theologS etc.],
the education of men sensitive to the marks and uses of that
order [the construction of communities that respectuniversal
values], and the appreciation of differences in the modes in
which peoples expressthat order and seek their fulfillment in
accordance with it [the cultivation of cultures that practice
his kind of pluralism!]-are the three related aspects[why, oh
cautious McKeon, why that weasel word "aspects" when
you clearly mean something like "universally valid commitments"?] of a problem which we all face in our individual
lives, our communities, and in the world relations in which
all communities have been placed.""
I am tempted to conclude then by labeling this great cautious inquirer into universals as a deeply religious man. His worship of the One,
the inaccessible incomprehensible single truth, was in my experience
always oblique, tacit, even a bit dodgy. Knowing how the very word "religion" sets off controversy that freezes dialogue and blocks understanding, he almost always kept silent about his own parallels with the
great theologians. But anyone who pursues the works I have neglected
here-his great edition of Abailard's Sic et non, or the unparalleled collection of medieval thinkers-will discover a man who respectsthe great
believers far more than he respectsthe great doubters." Though many
of us have described him, finallS as an "operationalist" or "rhetorician," my current label has to be something like "rhetorical theologian"
or even "rhetorological prophet." Few other thinkers in our time or any
other have probed as deeply and constructively into the mysteries of a
value-laden creation that permanently eludes our efforts to pin "It"
down. He pursued that probing religiously, in both sensesof the word:
he was at it steadily and aggressivelyat every moment of every day and
he was all the while motivated spiritually: he felt driven by his connection to the mysterium tremendum, the One.
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Rich ard McKeon's Pluralism
1. I am indebtedto EugeneGarver and Richard Buchananfor critical suggestionsincorporated here.
2. I later learned that many an ordinary languageand analytical
philosopherhad beenattacking theseproofs more solemnly,eveninsisting that Plato was really not worth bothering about. The current scen
tendsto overlook, or evento forgive, the absurd reductionismsof many
mid-centuryphilosophers.
3. For some of his studentsthe puncheswere destructive,and for
some, like the angry Robert Pirsig who attacked McKeon as "The
Professor"in Zen and tbe Art of Motorcycle MaintenAnce,the destruction was felt as deliberate.My own view is that McKeon never intended to destroy the arguer,only the fallacious argument or reading. His
profound probing did, however,producesomepersonaltragedies.
4. SeeSelections
from MedieualPhilosophers(1929-1930),L 1.4284.
5. He "covers" thesethree dimensionsof his career-the scholarly
philosopher,the educator,and the pursuerof internationaljusticeand
understanding-in his "Spiritual Autobiography."
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Nores ro Pases216-218

It is hard sometimes to avoid a senseof gloom as one thinks about
the fate of McKeon's three grand projects. His philosophical work is still
largely ignored, in spite of many who share my sense that he was their
strongest intellectual influence. His educational project, both for graduate and undergraduate education, is in most institutions and minds
fragmented beyond recognition, both home and abroad. His visions for
UNESCO and for the world political dialogue seem even more hopeless
than they could have seemedin his own time. So what do we gain by attempting to keep "him" alive? We keep those hopes alive, in a world
that has always made such hopes questionable.
5. George Plochmann, p. 93.
7. There does seem to be some agreement among many that "operationalist" or "rhetorician" is the best single label. See the essayshere
by Garver and Buchanan. My original intention for this essaywas to explore how McKeon-the-rhetorical-theorist jibed or clashed with
McKeon-the-rhetorician and McKeon-the-universalist. But as Kenneth
Burke has God say, in the wonderful dialogue with Satan at the end of
The Rhetoric of Religion: Studies in Logology, "It's more complicated
than that." (Boston: BeaconPress,1961).
8. Plochmann, , p. 91,.
9. For McKeon a favorite "monist" target was Rudolf Carnap, with
his pursuit of a unified language of all the sciences.I think today he
would have fun exhibiting the flaws in E. O. Wilson's recent totalizing
eff.ort in Consilience: The Unity of Knowledge (New York:
Knopf/Random House, 1998).
10. Richard Rorty Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity (New York:
Cambridge University Press,1989).
11. For a full development of the "reciprocal" relation of philosophies, in the McKeon view-both their inevitable capaciry to refute one
another, each of them "prioritizing" in a different way, and their inescapabledependenceon one another, see Walter'Watson's excellent account in The Arcbitectonics of Meaning (Albany N.Y.: SUNY, 1985);
second edition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993).
12. His accounts of his youthful arrogance about ultimate mastery are
amusing. "The three chief ingredients of which it [my youthful "system"] was composed were a scientific basis in behaviorism . . . , a normative criterion in pragmatism . . ., and a symbolic system . . . . It was
a highly satisfactory philosophS becauseit could be applied to a succes
sion of subject matters and problems with little need for adjustment and
with only a minimum of knowledge of the particular subject matter to
which it was to be accommodated. I have never since been able to
achieve comparable scope of system or convenience of method."
"Spiritual Autobiography" (19539), also in S'Wt, p.7.

For an excellent account
h"; "true" philosophies can, because
"f
they place different subjects and
methods in priority seem to refute all
other philosophies-how they can engagein unjustified/justified "reciprocal refutation," see'Watson,esp. Chapter One, "Archic Variables."
13. Only Leibniz, in my experience,seemsto work as hard at genuine
"entry" as McKeon, though Aristotle often can impress any reader who
is as ignorant of his targets as I am. Two maior contrasts to McKeon in
this matter are John Dewey, with his absurdly reductive treatment of
earlier philosophers in the otherwise fine book, Reconstruction in
Philosopby (Boston: Beacon Press,1950), and Bertrand Russell, with his
even worse reductions in his Hrrory of Western PhilosopEy (London
and New York: Simon and Schuster, 19451. Perhaps in part becauseof
its aggressivebias, Russell'sbook "proved the main source of my income
for many years," and had "a successwhich none of my other books have
had" (The Autobiograpby Of Bertrand Russell [Boston: Lirtle Brown,
1968; original1951),II: 340. To make their own projects work, both
major philosophers felt driven to commit what McKeon steadily resisted: refuting the others to "make mine look like the best one." Russell
answered the justified charges of bias with the anti-McKeonite claim
that "a man without bias cannot write interesting history. . . I regard it
as mere humbug to pretend to lack of bias" (pp.34041,). Is it any wonder that McKeon's lifetime "history of philosophy" never "sold," while
Russell's brief and often shoddy effort made him rich.
Of course it remains true, as revealed later here, that McKeon's pluralism is itself a kind of "system," that claims to refute at least the exclusivist claims of each philosopher he admires and thus could be
accusedof being a very special version of "bias."
14. The Philosophy of G. E. Moore, ed. Paul Arthur Schilpp (New
York: Tudor Publishing Company 1952), p. 676.
A major exception to McKeon's "incorporative" style, as reported by
Plochmann, is his aggressiverefutation of Dilthey, in "Imitation and
Poetry" (1,954).I would say that rhe most misleading (even unfair?) of
his rejections, was performed through the near absolute silence
throughout his work of any reference to the work of his lifetime friend
and debating rival, Kenneth Burke. Burke is in my view the only twentieth-century thinker who can be said to rival him in the breadth and
depth of his rhetorical studies-in the deepestphilosophical senseof the
word "rhetoric." It is also lamentably true that Burke remains aggressively silent about McKeon. Did these "friends" really dislike other?
Could they not endure the thought of thinking about how their two
projects overlapped? At one stage in this essay I had planned a set of
parallel columns about their similarities and differences-but again
Burke's God intervened to say, "It's more complicated than that." Both
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of them knew that almost everything is more complicated than "anyone
else" had ever admitted.
15. Alan D. Sokal, "Transgressing the Boundaries: Toward a Transformative Hermeneutics of Quantum Gravity." Social Text, Springl
Summer, 1,996 (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press).
16. Ibid., introduction. The great historian Arnold Momigliano once
met with a group of us professors who had been influenced by
there was a terrific and
before "post-modernism'-and
McKeon-long
unresolved battle with him over our assertion that even historical and
scientific facts are "constructed"i "teal" enough-some of them at
least-but always depending, in our formulations of them, on the
McKeonite four-fold scheme: our first principles (whether comprehensive, reflexive, simple, or actional), our methods (whether dialectical,
operational, logistic, or problematic), our interpretations (whether ontological, entitative, existentialist, or essentialist), and our selection
(whether of hierarchies, of matters, of types or of kinds). We could hardly provide in fwo hours a "McKeon-education," for that highly learned
traditionalist, Momigliano, and he left seeming to feel-as many who
read Derrida leave feeling-that the rational store has been sold to the
barbarians. (I wonder as I think of it now whether we really listened
honestly to his arguments, as he failed to grasp ours.)
17. "'World Community and the Relations of Cultures" (1950c), p.
801, my italics.
18. Were there serious violations of the four? That's hard to determine.'W'e can assume so-he was a human being. There were certainly
violations of value placements that others would insist on-such as
mercy-over-justice, or toleration-over-truth. But were they violations of
his own code? It's a complicated and unanswerable question-at leas
until some probing biographer studies his entire life. Here we pursue
mostly the "publishing" McKeon.
L9. You'll search in vain in his works for favorable references to
Nietzsche as a real philosopher. Descartes fares somewhat better. He was
embraced by the young McKeon seeking full certainty and mastery
("Spiritual Autobiography," [19539] p. 8); later, as the product of his
placement in history and culture, Descartes nicely exemplifies "the logistic method with reflexive principles and existentialist interpretation"
("Philosophic Semanticsand Philosophic Inquiry," in SW'r, p.25a).
20. Eugene Garver has suggestedto me that McKeon did a somewhat
inadequate job on the subject of the casuistry required in dealing with
incommensurable real values. I agreewith him that many contemporary
thinkers like Isaiah Berlin have done a somewhat more direct job on the
tricky topic.
21. "A Philosopher Meditates on Discovery" (1.952d), also in SW'r,
p.200; my italics.

22. SeeGarver,this volume.
23. Somephilosophersmight arguethat practicingany one of the cardinal virtues, while a good thing in itself, may not make one a better
philosopher.The answer to this objection would dependon one's definition of good philosophy.To spendtime dealingjustly with everycontendermight well hampera philosopher'swork on somespecialtheory
that is unrelatedto most of what other philosophershave had as their
center.Bertrand Russellwas obviously one of the great modern philosophers,yet I can think of no philosopherwho doesas much injusticeto
previous thinkers as he does in his A History of 'WesternPhilosopby
(New York: Simonand Schuster,1945).Yet if Russellhad spentas much
time as McKeon spent attempting a just account of previous philosophers, he no doubt could never have produced the Principia
Mathematica-atleast not in anything like the presentquality. So, practicing justicewill make you a good philosopherin McKeon'ssense,but
it may make you a poor philosopherin Russell'ssense.The samequalifications would apply to every other virtue. For McKeon, the "good
philosopher" practicesintellectualjusticein the searchfor a radically
differentvision than Russell,brilliant as he was, could everaspireto.
24. "Dialogue and Controversy in Philosophy" (1955b), also in
FHOE, p. 1.63.
25. "Spiritual Autobiography,"pp. 14-25.
26.Ibid.,p.20.
27. Seeespeciallythe conclusionof "Philosophyand the Diversityof
Cultures" (1950e).For a much celebratedcurrenteffort to grapplewith
similarproblemsraisedby the "hybridity" of cultures,and what wouldbe thinkerscan do about it, seeHomi Bhabha,The Location of Cubwre
(London:Routledge,1.994).Iwish that I could wave a magicwand and
produce a dialogue betweenMcKeonites and Homi Bhabha and other
"postcolonialdiscourse"scholars.They would be surprisedby the great
overlap, and they could learn from one another.
28. "'World Community and the Relationsof Cultures,"p. 810.
29. "Philosophyand Freedomin the City of Man," p. 1,61.
30. Seemy "Individualismand the Mysteryof the SocialSelf;or, Does
AmnestyHave a Leg to StandOn?" in Freedomand Interpretation: The
Oxford AmnestyLecturesr992, ed. BarbaraJohnson.(New York: Basic
Books,HarperCollins,Inc., 1993), pp. 69-L02.
31. Perhapsthe clearestaccountsof this history is that given in "A
PhilosopherMeditatesori Discovery" reprintedin REID, pp.207-212.
Seealso "Philosophyand Method." (1951a).If he were writing in the
late nineties,I'm pretty surehe would note-along with all other postmodernists-that we are at a new turn, with strugglesabout where the
turn from language-as-center
shouldgo: back toward "pragmatics"and
"action" or even"further back" to "substance"or evennatureitself.
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32.
Philosopher Meditates on Discovery," in REID, p.220.
33. Politics, Book I, chapter 4-5. A cogent argument that Aristotle's
explanation of slavery cannot easily be excised from his full philosophical position can be found in Eugene Garver "Aristotle's Natural Slaves
Incomplete Praxeis and Incomplete Human Beingsr" lournal of the
History of Philosophy 32 (1994): 1-22.
34. Of several recent works reviving interest in casuistry the only
ones I've read with real profit are Albert Jonsen'sand StephenToulmin's
The Abwse of Caswistry: A History of Moral Reasoning (Berkeley: Univ.
of California Press, 1988), and James Chandler's England in r8r9: The
Politics of Literary Culture and the Case of Rornantic Historicism
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), especially pp.3941 and
chapters 31 4, and 9.
35. Except perhaps for one: "Thou shalt always try to adjust your
universally valid values to the case at hand."
36. "Spiritual AutobiographS" inFHOE, pp. 35-36.
37. See Selections, especially (from my perspective) the accounts of
Augustine, Anselm, Abailard, and Aquinas.
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